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Von Braun Forum

"Into Other Worlds" is the theme on which is due to be launched toward
which three renowned individuals will Jupiter on Oct. 12. After completing a
solar
focus in the next Wernher von Braun six-year trajectory to the
system's largest planet, it will make
Exploration Forum, set for Oct. 25.
Participants will be Gentry Lee, detailed explorations of Jupiter and its
chief engineer during development of satellites and extensive studies of its
four major moons. The mission will
NASA's Galileo spacecraft and a
partner in the creation, development provide scientists with the first direct
and production of the Cosmos TV sampling of the Jovian atmosphere
series; Grammy Award-winning and the first extended observations of
singer and songwriter Lee Greenwood, the planet, its Galilean satellites and
who serves on the board of the intense magnetic environment.
The forum, which is open to the
Challenger Science Center and is
active in linking the space program to public and free of charge, will begin at
science and engineering education for 8 p.m. in the Von Braun Civic Center
children;and Georg von Tiesenhausen, Concert Hall.
Tickets for the event are free and may
a member of Dr. Von Braun's rocket
development team who, during a 33- be picked up at the Civic Center, the
year career with the U.S. Army and UAH Division of Continuing
Education and the Alabama Space and
NASA, contributed to a wide range of
Rocket Center ticket desk. NASA
pioneering space projects.
The theme of the Forum,"Into Other employees and on-site contractor
personnel may obtain tickets from the
Worlds," is a timely one since the
Protocol Office in room 107, Building
Galileo project - on which he was chief
engineer - developed the spacecraft
4200.

Palestinian priest to speak
The Huntsville interfaith Peace
Group, along with UAH, Campus
Ministries, and the North Alabama
Presbytery of the United Presbyterian
Church will co-sponsor a presentation
by Shehadeh N. Shehadeh, Episcopal
minister from the Jerusalem diocese.
He will speak on "The Possibilities for
Peace in the Middle East."
Rev. Shehadeh, a Palestinian, has

taught Arabic on a kibbutz in Israel
and has taught Hebrew to
Palestinians. He is rector of two
Episcopal parishes in Galilee and
Canon in St. Georges Cathedral,
Jerusalem. He is a member of the
Israel/Palestinian Peace Committee
and chairman of the National
Committee for Protection of Arab land
continued to page 12
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Susan Green and James R. Bullington were one of the most romantic
couples at the SWE bachelor auction.
photo by Rudy Setiawan

SWE Bachelor Auction
by Curt Craig
Associate Editor
The UAH student Society of Women
Engineers (SWE) held its second "Men
of UAH" bachelor auction on October 6
in the University Center. According to
Kate Leonard of SWE, the auction
generated a profit of $190, which will
be used in a SWE scholarship for
undergraduate women in engineering.
The scholarship will be awarded next
spring.
During the auction, each bachelor
faced an audience of prospective
bidders and spoke of his hobbies,
interest^, and "fantasy" date. The

bachelors also described the date
planned for the "buyer".
Featured in the auction were James
R. Bullington, a systems engineer who
received the highest bid in last year's
auction; Milo Chang, an under. graduate in electrical engineering and
Finance Officer for the SGA; Dr.
Joseph Fehribach, a professor in the
UAH Mathematics Department; and
Jeff Sadow, an assistant professor in
the UAH Political Science Depart
ment. A total of twelve bachelors were
"sold" in the auction.
continued to page 12

SCAN recruiting students to break child abuse cycle
by Suzanne Neumann
intern reporter

Five thousand children die from
child abuse and neglect and 100,000
children are sexually molested each
year according to Stop Child Abuse
and Neglect (SCAN) statistics.
Michelle Marty, SCAN's director of

programs, is looking for UAH students
to help "break the cycle" of abuse.
SCAN of Huntsville and Madison
County is hoping to recruit 100 to 150
volunteers to help staff their programs
for the prevention of child abuse in our
area.
In Madison County alone there are
100 reported cases of child abuse each

Enrollment tops 8,000 mark
An 8.4 percent increase in
enrollment figures pushed the
University of Alabama in Huntsville
over the 8,000 mark for the first time in
its history.
The enrollment headcount totaled
8,105 and is 631 over last year's
enrollment of 7,474, according to UAH
assistant vice president for enrollment
management Dr. Ron Koger.
Koger said the increase validates
that UAH is growing as the university
of choice for many in the southeast.
"Our reputation is attracting
students who desire a first-class
education," said UAH president Dr.
Louis Padulo. "We have at UAH a
team of educators and researchers who
are competitive with any in the
nation."
Several areas experienced increases
over last year, said Koger. New
freshmen increased to 1,268, which is a
13.7 percent increase from last year's
1,115.
"I believe one of the most important
trends beyond overall enrollment is the
continued growth we see in new

freshmen entering UAH," said Koger.
"It is truly a signal of a vibrant and
thriving university."
Graduate enrollment grew by more
than 14 percent to 1,925 students.
Undergraduate enrollment jumped 6.9
percent, to 6,113. Minority enrollment
increased by 7 percent to 859 or 10.6
percent of the total enrollment.
"It is encouraging to see that in spite
of the alarming nationwide decrease in
the number of students enrolling in
engineering programs, that UAH's
engineering enrollment has increased
at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels," said Padulo.
The College of Engineering
undergraduate enrollment increased
from 680 full-time students to 861 fulltime students this fall. Graduate
engineering enrollment increased from
425 to 500 full-time students and from
287 to 346 part-time students.
The colleges of nursing and liberal
arts enjoyed significant percentage
increases. Nursing rose from 13.9
percent and liberal arts 8.9 percent.

month, "and I believe reported cases
are just the tip of the iceberg," Marty
said. "UAH students work so well with
this [SCAN's] program," she said.
"They're enthusiastic, they can fit it
into their time schedules, and the kids
really like younger people coming in."
SCAN's objective is "prevention
through education," Executive
Director Barbara Reed said, "to do
what we can to lower the incidence of
child abuse."
"Our biggest focus is our school
programs working with children,
talking to them about child abuse,"
Mary said. "We teach children who
they can talk about it, to say 'no,' get
away and tell someone."
For very young children SCAN
performs a puppet show called
"Someone to Talk To," in which
abused kids learn where to find help
from trustworthy adults. For 3rd and
5th graders, "Inside/Outside" teaches
kids how to handle threatening
situations on their own. "Come In
From the Storm" teaches 7th graders
to understand the cycle of abuse and
how to break it. For 10th graders
SCAN offers "Respect For Ourselves"
which addresses date rape, incest, and
sexual molestation, as well as personal
safety, and prevention and handling of
crisis situations.
SCAN also offers programs aimed at
potentially abusive parents, including
parenting classes and POPS
(Parenting Outreach: Prison and
SCAN), which helps pre-release
inmates at the Limestone Correctional

Facility prepare to cope with their own
potential as abusive parents.
Cathy Layne, a UAH student in
Management Information Systems, is
a SCAN volunteer who participates in
the puppet shows for kindergarten and
1st graders. "(Volunteering) takes not
much time at all," Layne said. "I
volunteer once or twice a month and
the program will last maybe an hour at
the most (with) fifteen minutes to set
up."
Volunteers need only one to two
hours of training before they are put to
work in the field according to Marty. "I
only had one practice set and then you
just fall into it," Layne said. "It's very
easy. It's children you are talking to,
not adults, and it's much easier."
"I think (SCAN) is effective," Marty
said. "We try to let (the kids) know that
it's not OK what's happening, it's not
OK to keep this as a secret, that the
other person is wrong and it is not the
child's fault."
"The main part is to let (children)
know they have rights too, to tell a
grown-up, to say 'no.' You've been
taught that these are your elders and
you're supposed to respect them, but it
is really important to get it to (the kids)
that they have a right also, that it's
their bodies," Layne said.
Anyone wishing to volunteer for
SCAN may call 534-0261 or stop by
their office at 701 Andrew Jackson
Way, Northeast, in the United Way
Building (formerly the Red Cross).
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winner receives:
$50.00 and 2 free tickets per show for one full term!

All entries may be picked up
and returned to the UC
Information Desk. Entries
.must be returned by Friday,
October 20th
The "nightclub" will
feature weekly acts
by comedians, solo
musicians,
jazz/blues
groups, magicians,
novelty performers,
etc...
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The "nightclub" will
be located in the
University Center!
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Admission will be $1.00
per person for each show.
Food, snacks, and
non-alcoholic drinks will
be served free of charge.
All names submitted will be
judged for creativity,
cleverness, and
appropriateness. Logos
may also be submitted.

Judging will be administrated by the Association for Campus Entertainment. The decision of the director's will be final.
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Crump to give free breast cancer seminar Oct. 17
William Crump, M.D., an associate
professor of family medicine at the
UAH School of Primary Medical Care,
will give a free public seminar on
Tuesday evening, October 17, at 7:30
in the UAH Clinical Science Center
Lecture Hall, on "Breast Cancer."
"While the percentage of U.S. women
who will develop breast cancer
continues to rise, the good news is that
effective treatment is available,"
according to Dr. Crump. "When breast
cancer is detected and treated early,

the five-year survival rate has risen to
90 percent."
"Although there is no way that we
know yet to prevent breast cancer," Dr.
Crump notes, "it is identified much
more easily than other common
cancers. This makes early detection
and prompt treatment more feasible.
Considering that one out of every ten
American women will develop breast
cancer, this is a situation where women
especially need to take charge of their
own health and form a systematic plan

to ensure early detection. Yet very few
women do so."
"My goal in the seminar is to replace
fear with information. We'll talk about
exactly what breast cancer is and what
the risk factors are. For example, twothirds of all breast cancers occur in
women over 50 years of age. We'll
discuss diagnosis and treatment
options. Today breast cancer can be
caught at an earlier stage than ever
before and often treated successfully."
Dr. Crump's seminar on breast

cancer is part of the "Prescription for
Health" free public lecture series
presented monthly by the UAH School
of Primary Medical Care.
The seminars are held in the UAH
Clinical Science Center Lecture Hall,
at Governors Drive and Gallatin Street
across from Huntsville Hospital. The
parking lot is entered from Gallatin
Street.

Tips to fight infections

•

collegiate crossword

- never eat or drink after anyone,
period.
- wash you hands frequently,
- especially before eating.

by Terry Wingo, P.D.
for The Exponent

Shaking hands may often be the
This is the season when we begin to
see more frequent throat infections, si vector leading to transmission of the
nus infections, and other respiratory rhinovirus; kissing is also a culprit.
problems. In many instances these Even items used for preventive health
infections, whether bacterial or viral, care may be the bad guys. Recurring
could have been prevented with a few sore throats may be due to a
contaminated toothbrush, so replace
basic measures.
Most infections of this type are your toothbrush regularly. Some
families have even begun using a
transmitted primarily by direct
contact—hand-to-mouth, hand-to- toothbrush sanitizer, a device that kills
nose—after handling an object viral and bacterial contaminants on
c o n t a m i n a t e d b y a n i n f e c t e d toothbrushes between uses.
individual. If you want a better chance
Becoming aware of the casual habits
of a winter with no colds, remember .a that can lead to infection may be all
few simple rules:
you need to have a "cold-free" year.

UAH Alumni Association
Picnic to be held Oct. 14
©Edward Julius
45
47
trial (1925) 48
Gem resembling a
50
beetle
51
Writer of "Break 52
fast at Tiffany's" 53
Mr. Mann
Certain teeth
54
Paints
Actor Warner
55
"My Gal
"
58
The Beehive State 60
majesty
61
Ziegfeld workers
62
Surfeit
63
Explosive
Baby's footwear
A Kennedy
Ocean animal
(2 wds.)
1
Dual-purpose
2
couches
3
Recede
4
African antelope
5
Worked at the
6
7
circus
Insect larvae
8
George's lyricist
9
ACROSS

1
7
13
14
15
16
18
19
21
22
23
25
26
27
29
30
32
34
35
36
40
44

The UAH Annual Picnic sponsored
by the UAH Alumni Association will
be held Saturday, October 14,1989 at
the UAH Quadrangle between the
University Center and the library.
Among the activities of the day will
be a dunking booth.
Well-known
personalities from UAH will be sitting
in the booth beginning at 11:30 a.m.
Other activities taking place will be
a fun run at 9:30 a.m. at Spragins Hall.
The WTAK live remote will crank up at
10:30 at the Quadrangle, along with
the book fair. At 11:30 food will be
served at the cost of $3 for adults and $2
for children. There will also be a craft
fair for everyone.
At 1:00 one of the highlights of the
day will begin with a bed race. Get your
group and decorations together - we
will provide the beds if you provide the
bods. Enter as many five-person teams
as you like. The race will be divided
into heats -- one for the guys, one for the
girls, and one for thefacultyand staff.
Each winner will receive $25. An
overall winner in the final heat will
win an additional $50 prize -- to make a
grand total of $75 for a day's fun.
Also, each group and organization is
invited to set up a carnival booth. Use

C o l l e g i a t e CW8723

10 Plant branch
11 Recording-tape
material
12 Tardy
15 NFL team
17 Loses hair
20 School subject
.23 Georgia product
24 Entrance to the
ocean (2 wds.)
27 Best-selling book
28 Irish dramatist
31 Pants part
33 Software error
36 Agreed
37 Element #92
38 French river
39 Works with cattle
40 Farm job
DOWN
41 Do hospital work
42 Prepared for boxing
Type of triangle
43 French legislature
Card game
Express an opinion 46 Pasture sound
49 Made inquiry
"On Golden
"
Summer in Soissons 51 French revolutionist
54 Prefix for byte
Class meeting
56 Shrub genus
Bombarded
57 Electric
Prisoner
59 Prefix: three
Coach Parseghian

Hermit
Common prefix
Actress Theda
Laminated rock
Statistics measure
Cabell or Slaughter
Lawn,
111inois
"West Side Story"
character
Smaller
Repeating
Odd
Make invalid
Awards
Ground up by
rubbing

solution on page 12
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Application forms are available for...
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* Who'8 Who Among Students in
I
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Shadows giving
discount for
advance
orders
Shadows, the UAH art and literary
magazine, has announced that there
will be a 40% discount for advance
sales of the magazine.
The advance sales price of $3 is open
only to UAH students, staff and
faculty members, and will be good until
Friday, October 27. The advance
purchase slips will be available at the
UC information desk.

FINANCE OFFICER'S

*

WORKSHOP

*

*
*

your imagination. Face painting, dart
throwing, and a goldfish rodeo are just
a few ideas. We are offering a $75 prize
to the group or organization with the
best booth. Get those creative juices
flowing. Your group will be allowed to
keep whatever monies are taken in
during the day.
There will also be children's games,
volleyball and an exciting tug-of-war
competition.
Don't miss it!
For more information or to sign up
for the events, call the Alumni Affairs
office at 895-6085.

AMMENDED DATES & TIMES:

at the University Center Information Desk

*•

*
*
*

WED., OCT. 11, 8:10 t o 9 : 1 0 p.m.

To be elgible, you must be...

!:

#•

*
*

- an undergraduate student with at least a 2.5 g.p.a.
and be a Junior or Senior

*

- a graduate student must have at least a 3.0 g.p.a.

*
*

;
*

:

#• If you meet the above criteria, fill out an application today. This honor would be a *
^nice addition to your resume, and all those selected will be recognized at *•
.
,
• .
n
•
r.
•
^
the Student Leadership
Banquet• in
the Spring.
#•

*
*-

Who'8 Who Deadline: October 28

Thurs., Oct. 1 2 , 12:20 t o
1:20 p.m.; UC r o o m 13 1

=:

PAPERWORK SUBMITTAL DEADLINE:
F r i d a y , Oct. 1 3 , 5 : 0 0 p.m.
SGA O f f i c e , UC 1 0 6
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Cheney recommends more core courses in h umanities
by Jane M. Dudley
Editor
This week in the mail there was a packet of information from the
National Endowment for the Humanities. It came labeled "news," but
like most other major news stories, this packet of facts almost writes its
own editorial. The subjects surveyed were college SENIORS.
Highlights of Gallup Survey of College Seniors
The Gallup Organization recently conducted a survey of 696 college
seniors to test their knowledge of history and literature. The survey,
which was conducted under contract to the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH), is believed to be the first of its kind.
If the college seniors had been graded on their answers to the Gallup
survey, more than half would have failed. Grading the 87-question
survey on the standard "A" to "F" scale, where scoring less than 60
percent correct constitutes a failing grade, 55 percent of the students
would have earned an "F." Another 20 percent would have received a
"D." Only 11 percent of the respondents would have been given an "A" or
"B."
Thirty-nine percent of the college seniors failed the 49-question history
section. On the portion of the survey devoted to literature, which
consisted of 38 questions, 68 percent of the students failed.
A few of the results:
* 24 percent of the college seniors surveyed thought Columbus landed in
the Western Hemisphere some time after 1500.
* 42 percent could not place the Civil War in the correct half-century.
* 58 percent did not know that Shakespeare was the author of "The
Tempest."
* 58 percent did not know that Harry Truman was president when the
Korean War began.
* 55 percent could not identify the Magna Carta.
* 23 percent believed that Karl Marx's phrase, "From each according to
his ability, to each according to his need," is part of the U.S. Constitution.
The 87-question Gallup survey was conducted between April 4, 1989,
and April 27, 1989, using a self-administered test booklet. A total of 696
seniors at 67 four-year American colleges and universities, both public

and private, responded to the survey.
The Gallup survey included 33 questions taken from a 1986 NEHfundld survey of 17-year-olds. These questions were constructed in the
expectation that virtually all high school 17-year-olds should be able to
answer a majority of them. But, if one considers the college seniors'
performance on just those 33 questions, about one-half (49 percent) of
them would have failed."
NEH's chairman, Lynne V. Cheney has written a report for the NEH
called "50 Hours: A Core Curriculum for College Students," which she
says "is a way of informing colleges engaged in curricular reform about
how other schools are managing the task."
Finally the NEH is moving from wringing its hands to rolling up its
sleeves to cope with Education Reform. "50 Hours" gives sample
curricula from a few schools, ranging from Columbia University to
Piedmont Virginia Community College, to illustrate different ways to get
across this "core" of learning.
Cheney says, "A core of learning... encourages community, whether we
conceive community either small or large. Having some learning in
common draws students together -- and faculty members as well. When
that common learning engages students with their democratic heritage,
it invites informed participation in our ongoing national conversation:
What should a free people value? What should they resist? What are the
limits to freedom, and how are they to be decided?"
If you went to UAH's freshman convocation last month (or the one last
year), you heard Dr. Padulo urge freshmen not only to take the
"humanities" courses (which are required), but to enjoy them. Our faculty
members, he said, "invite you to the feast."
While I have not studied the undergraduate catalog recently, I imagine
that with some ingenuity you could fulfill your "core course"
requirements by taking Concepts of Post WW-II Advertising, or
Introduction to Local Tap Water Fauna, or similar courses. Resist the
temptation. Take the "hard" courses. In the humanities, I did and have
never regretted it. In the sciences I am doing so now and am enjoying it.
U.S. News and World Report has a high opinion of UAH. We are slowly
gaining a good reputation. Add to that reputation and your own. Take the
"hard" courses.

"...we have refined...[the] 'bread and circuses' concept...
by Gregory Casteel
columnist
When we take a look at ancient history we most
often note the differences between ancient society
and our modern way of life. So it seems unusual to
look at the Roman Empire and compare it to modern
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America and see similarities. But we are told that
those who don't remember the past are condemned to
relive it, so we should not be surprised to find that we
have certain connections with the ancient
"forgotten" past.
The United States, like ancient Rome, is a great
world empire. Our population, like that of Rome, is
composed of people of many types — people of many
races, religions, ethnic and cultural backgrounds,
values and beliefs. And our American empire is also
plagued with many problems. Some of these
problems are quite large, others are quite small; some
are very important, others are fairly trivial. But these
problems do exist. The problems experienced by
Rome led to its eventual decline. We can only hope
that America's problems will be solved before we
suffer the same fate.
But it is very interesting to notice how we deal with
our problems. When you have a large and diverse
population (like that of ancient Rome or modern
America), problems within the society can create a
great deal of social unrest, which will eventually only
compound the problems. So one thing that a great
empire must do is control the masses and make sure
that society's problems do not incite the population to
dangerous action. The best way to control the masses
is to make certain that they either don't notice the
problems of society, or they simply don't care about
them.
The Roman program of keeping the masses happy
and busy was known as "bread and circuses." We
might paraphrase this as "food and entertainment."
As long as the people have plenty of food and
entertainment, they will be content, and they will be
too preoccupied to care about the problems in society.
Thus "bread and circuses" was the system of social
control used by the Roman Empire. And this method
worked (until things got so bad that no amount of
food and entertainment could distrct the people from
the mounting problems of a collapsing empire).
Throughout the history of civilization, great powers
have experimented with many methods of
controlling their population. Repression was
perhaps the most popular method of social control,
but it wasn't all that effective. History has taught us
that the "bread and circuses" method is the best way
of keeping the awesome power of the people in check.
Many great civilizations have effectively used the
"bread and circuses" method. The United States has
found it very effective in controlling American

citizens. In fact, we have refined and improved upon
the basic "bread and circuses" concept, making it
uniquely American. Our method might be labeled the
"BMW and MTV" method. We have taken the basic
idea of providing plenty of food, and expanded it into
ostentatious materialism. We not only have food on
our tables, but we have microwave ovens in which to
cook that food, high-speed automatic dishwashers to
clean our plates, palatial homes to provide shelter
from the elements, and flashy cars in our garages.
We, as a nation, are in need of nothing materially.
And our concept of entertainment would have
astounded the Romans beyond belief. Televisions
(with cable), VCRs, motion pictures, music, sports,
video games — it's amazing how much time we spend
on entertainment alone. We sleep one-third of our
lives, we work another third, and the remaining third
is spent on eating and entertainment. No wonder we
don't have time to think about the problems plaguing
our society.
We don't care about the homeless as long as we
have a roof over our heads. We don't care about the
poor as long as we can have anything we want. We
don't care about the hungry as long as we are eating
in the finest restaurants. We don't even care who is in
the White House as long as we have our MTV.
We are being manipulated and controlled into
indifference. We are like rats running through a maze
for the treats provided by our keeper. We are like dogs
doing tricks, hoping for a pat on the head from our
master. And in this country, the master is the
Almighty Dollar. We are really being controlled well
— so many problems in America and hardly anyone
even cares. We feel sorry for the homeless child that
we see on the evening news, but we forget all about
him when "Wheel of Fortune" comes on. We would
rather cheer on someone to win "Big Bucks! Big
Bucks!" than think about helping out someone who
doesn't have food to eat today.
But this is backfiring on us. We are beginning to
realize that our problems cannot be solved unless
people get involved. But people won't get involved
because they have been conditioned not to. We have
been programmed to selfishly pursue materialistic
wealth and hedonistic entertainment, and to ignore
the legitimate needs of others. Unless we find a way
to break out of this "bread and circuses" mentality,
our great country may suffer the same fate as did
Rome.
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"...we were safe [from construction]. Things have changed.
by Lawrence F. Speaker
columnist
Last year the UAH campus seemed to be the only
island of sanity in a sea of road construction. Even a
trip to one of the fast-food joints on the other side of
University Drive meant dealing with temporary
lanes, traffic cones, and confusing signs.
I can remember how after every rain it was easy to
tell which cars had been on University--they were all
the color of red Alabama clay dirt. Huntsville was
(and is) in the middle of a growth spurt more
accurately described as an explosion, and the
growing pains were pretty obvious. But we were safe
once we got on campus. Things have changed.
UAH is in the middle of its own expansion, and a
walk around campus will show that we have
construction literally from one end to the other,
starting with our new driveway at the northern
extremity.
Those of us who enter and exit via University Drive
had to put up with some pretty rough pavement over
the summer, but I'd say it was worth it. At the point
where the old road met University, we had cars from
campus trying to turn left and right while cars from
both directions shot up the entrance ramp from
Sparkman trying to merge before they ran out of
runway.
It was about as chaotic as it sounds, not to mention
dangerous and frustrating for all involved. That's a
thing of the past now. The new path loops away from
the on-ramp before it comes out on University,
allowing drivers to deal with one crisis at a time.
Work has begun on the site of the Administrative
Science Building, and seems to be progressing pretty
well now that the floodwaters have receded. I don't
know why they started work right when Huntsville's
weekend rain season did, but other than that lapse, a
great deal of care is being taken. They rerouted the
disc golf course, they're working around the trees
they didn't absolutely have to cut down, and they're
adding to the library parking lot. That's a welcome
touch.
Work continues on the housing building roof blown
off by storm winds last summer, and the housing
staircases are being renovated as well. I know this
work is still underway because every morning the
workers wake me up with their racket. Sometimes

they throw scrap metal off the roof, sometimes they
bang rust off the stairwells with a portable grinder,
and sometimes they just sing along with the country
music they listen to. Who needs alarm clocks?
I'm not absolutely sure about the building at the
very south end of campus. I think maybe it's the
Optics Building. I'd feel really bad about not
knowing, except that no one else seems to know
either. I guess we'll find out when it's finished.
I'm told that they're going to dredge the pond and
make it deeper. That's neat, but they'll have to drain
it first, and they can't do that until we stop getting
torrential rains every weekend. I personally predict
that the weekend rain season will last until spring,
interrupted only by snow, but we'll see.
Maybe when they drain the water and dredge the

dirt, they'll take away those hideous, mutated childhating birds and leave only the ducks, which are nice
to have around in spite of being the stupidest
creatures known to man. I'll be happy as long as they
don't mess with the area upstream of the pond, which
gets my vote as the prettiest place on campus. If you
don't know what I'm talking about, you're missing
out.
I suppose we'll also be doing something with the
lots we own on the other side of Sparkman. Doesn't
one of our grants cover that?
If this little walk around campus has any point, it
is this: Don't he tricked into thinking this school of
ours isn't changing and growing. It is, and with a
vengeance.

"I have watched the university change...
by Marian Delaney Sampson
features editor
On my way to school Sunday morning I passed a
sign that read "Preserving the good we have is
progress." UAH is a school that does not have a lot of
tradition. 20 or 30 years is not enough time to build
traditions that endure for centuries.
This fact is both freeing and binding. As a person
who has been attempting to be a student at UAH for
17 years (so you think you're slow?) I have watched
this University change in many positive ways. For
example, in 1972, there were large ashtrays in the
classrooms and professors and students puffed away
and the air was blue with smoke and I thought that
was proof that this was a school for adults. (It never
occurred to me that it was a school for addicts). Times
change. As a someday ex-smoker, I feel that the new
smoking policy is, if anything, too liberal.
When I first became a gardener, I was afraid to
weed because I did not know which little green things
were plants and which were weeds. I soon discovered
that for any garden to produce a good harvest a
gardener must weed. And yes, sometimes I pulled up
the plants with the weeds. That's how it works. If
even good plants are allowed to grow too close
together they stifle each other and might as well be
weeds.
UAH got a new gardener last year. I think he too

was having trouble distinguishing weeds from
plants. I think I did not do very much to help and
encourage him to be able to do that and sometimes I
was unable to see that my plants were his weeds and
vice-versa.
Being somewhat resistant to change (that is
certainly the biggest understatement I will ever put
on a computer* I somehow got drawn into (or maybe
instigated) controversy, chaos and conflict.That is
not the way I choose to live my life:
All of this verbiage is to say, "Dr. Padulo, I am
sorry."
This certainly does not mean that I will hesitate to
speak if I think something is wrong. However, I will
try to speak also when something is right. I also will
try to not be so quick to determine what is a weed and
what is a plant.
There are many things at UAH that are worth
preserving. I think, for example, that keeping the
current term system would be a sign of progress. I
certainly understand the need for resolution of our
conflicts with our city-sister A&M; however, I think
our conflicts go beyond whatever calendar each of us
is on. What works for us may be what we need to keep.
That is my personal opinion, and it could be wrong. I
have certainly beeil wrong before and unless I do
something really stupid I expect I will be wrong in the
future.

"Schools have no control over which students receive loans...

yy

lack of scruples or a heavy dose of
ignorance. Schools have no control
over these student defaults. Their
function is to accept loan checks on
behalf of students, withhold payment
for tuition and fees and disburse
remaining balances to the students.
Students apply for Federal
Guaranteed Student Loans directly to
private banks. The banks make loans
in accordance with Federal guidelines.
Loan repayment is guaranteed by the
Department of Education, much the

same as home loans are guaranteed by problems with the Guaranteed Student
the Federal Housing Authority Loan program; however, for Mr.
(FHA). Banks collect a 5% origination Cavazos to hold schools responsible for
fee plus interest while the loan is held the failures and abuses of lending
in their portfolio. They sell loans back institutions and his Department of
to the Department of Education if the Education is a low trick devoid of
student defaults. Consequently, banks ethics.;
have no incentive to go after
Gene Garrett
delinquents.
Schools have no control over which
Assistant Controller
students receive loans or for what
amount. They are not involved in loan The University of Alabama in
Huntsville
collections. We will not deny there are

The Exponent welcomes concise letters to the editor from the L AH
immunity. Preference will be given to letters dealing with current events and
jAH-related concerns or issues. All submissions should be typed, double-spaced,
and signed; very neatly handwritten letters will be accepted. Letters will not be
corrected for spelling, grammar, or punctuation.
The deadline for letters to the editor is Friday, 5 p.m., before the following
Wednesday's newspaper. All letters will be verified as authentic before they are
orinted. and authors must present some type of identification upon submitting a
(letter in person. All letters must contain an address and telephone number where
author can be reached. In the event that the author cannot be reached by

Monday at 5 p.m., the letter will not be published until the following week. Names
of authors will be withheld upon request; annonymous letters will be rejected.
The Exponent attempts to publish allletters to the editor. To give others an
opportunity to present their opinions, letters of nonrecurring writers will be
given priority over recurring writers. Mass-produced or mass-copied letters will
be published at the discretion of the editorial board. Letters that border on
obscene, libelous, or in poor taste will not be printed.
Although The Exponent will not alter the content or meaning of a letter, the
editorial board reserves the right to edit lengthy letters. All letters must be 500
words or less. The editor has final approval of all letters to be published.

To the editor:
Recent articles concerning Federal
Guarenteed Student Loans state that
schools whose students have
unacceptable default rates risk being
excluded from the program. Lauro
Cavazos, Secretary, Department of
Education was recently quoted with
laying most of the blame for defaults
on "unscrupulous and uncaring
institutions."
Such comments indicate Mr.
Cavozos himself may suffer from a

Y)u're
smart enough
to calculate
the size of a
Hydrogen
atom.
And you're
still smoking?
U.S. Department of Health & Human Service*

CI
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"Good morning, sir. I represent the Internal Revenue
Service. I understand you have a goose that lays golden
eggs."
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SOTA

busines majors are cordially invited to
attend the meeting and join FMA.
SOTA will have a meeting on
Congratulations to our former
Thursday, October 12, at 12:15 in the
(1988-89) FMA vice-president, Michael
UC, Room 127. The guest speaker will
Conn, for being elected as the 1989-90
be Toni Morgan, Director for Student
SGA President! Good going, Mike!
Activities. Come join us for lunch!
We would like to welcome our new
member Paul Herring. Welcome
aboard, Paul! And, over the summer
quarter, FMA received 7 new members.
They are Lauren Benson, Eilleen Carr,
Brent Carr, Dan Downey, Lucita
Fuqua, John Salter and Andy
The Political Science Club will have
its next meeting on Thursday, October Watwood. Welcome all! We encourage
ALL current members of FMA and the
12 at 12:15 p.m. in Morton Hall, Room
new members to be at the lunch
240. All students interested in
attending the upcoming political meeting so you can meet each other
science fall picnic are invited to attend. and pick up your FMA Certificate of
In addition, the budget and plans for Membership. See you there!
the year will be discussed at this
meeting.
For more information contact the
Political Science office in Morton Hall,
The brothers of the Theta Pi chapter
Room 250.
of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
would like to congratulate and heartily
welcome the members of the fall 1989
pledge class. They are: John Braun,
Scott Uptain, Jimmy Moore, Tommy
The Black Student Association will
Harmon, Greg Engle. Damon Moore,
have a general meeting at 8:30 p.m.,
Bill Guthier, Ronnie Jetton, Hal Jones,
Thursday evening, October12, in the
Jeremy Hodges, Sean Sterling, David
University Center, Exhibit Hall A.
Giest, Doug Sanford and James
Please come and support us in our
Wright.
endeavors. Dues ($10) will be collected
We would also like to say thanks to
at this meeting to get chips, dips and
all the Delta Zetas for the Scavenger
drink for the "Get-together" planned
Hunt mixer Saturday night. The
for Sunday, October 15, 1989 at 6 p.m.
scavenger hunt was fun, and we had a
at the Baptist Student Union (on
great time. Thanks!
Sparkman Drive, across from the
Science Building). There will be a $1
admission charge for all students.

Political
Science Club

Denis Skapski. Following the
ceremony, a party was given at the
Hunt Club Apartments clubhouse.
The Lambda Kappas would like to
extend a special thanks to the big
brothers who helped us during rush.
Guys, your hard work and effort really
helped. We appreciate it!
Delta Zeta would like to thank
Alpha Tau Omega for the mixer on
Saturday! It was great and everyone
enjoyed themselves. We look forward
to future mixers with you guys, as well
as the other fraternities.

Violence and current staff counsel for
the Pennsylvania Coalition Against
Domestic Violence. Other discussion
sessions include Child Rape
Homelessness, Pay Equity, and
Reproductive Freedom.
Huntsville's second Take Back the
Night Rally and March will be
Saturday night, Oct. 14, at Big Spring
Park at 7:30 p.m.
Conference fee is on a (U — HO)
sliding scale. Registration is Friday
from 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. and Saturday
from 9 a.m. until noon. For additional
information call 534-3053.

Kappa Alpha Psi

Sigma Chi

ATO

BSA

SIAM

Pi Kappa Alpha
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to congratulate our fall
pledge class. The twenty-five-member
class was pledged on Saturday, Oct.
7. Good luck to all of you. We are
looking forward to a great fall with one
of our largest pledge classes.
We are also looking forward to the
upcoming mixers with the ladies of
Kappa Delta, Delta Zeta and Chi
Omega.
.
Sunday marked the opening day ot
intramural football. We are looking
forward to a good season and would
like to wish all the teams good luck.

Indian Students
Welcome back! The Indian Student
Organization is happy to welcome all
new students. The purpose of the
organization is to promote better
understanding and relationships
among Indian students and the
community. Please join us.
We will have a meeting on the 18th of
October at the University Center in
Room 127 at 12:15 p.m. The main topic
of the meeting is to discuss upcoming
events for the year 1989-90. There will
also be an election for the officers.
Please feel free to come. If you have any
questions, call Prabodh Misra at 8838819.

FMA
The Financial Management
Association, UAH student chapter,
will hold its first meeting on Friday,
October 20, from 11:30-12:30 p.m. in
Morton Hall, Room 316. Free pizza and
cokes will be served. So come by and
join us for lunch! All finance and

There will be an organizational
meeting for the UAH student chapter
of the Society for Industrial and
Applied Mathematics (SIAM) in Room
301, Madison Hall, on October 12 at 2
p.m. The meeting is open to any
interested graduate students; since
SIAM is an applied mathematics
society, graduate students from such
areas as engineering and the sciences
are indeed welcome.
The main purpose of this first
meeting is to organize the chapter and
elect officers for the coming year. After
that is accomplished, there will be a
video presentation on chaos and
dynamical systems.
For more information, contact the
chapter faculty advisor, Dr. James
Epperson, at 895-6470.

Delta Zeta
Monday, October 2, the Lambda
Kappa chapter and the Huntsville
Alumnae chapter celebrated Founders
Day with an annual banquet. The
Honorable Jeri Blankenship, circuit
court judge, was guest speaker for the
event. During the banquet, awards
were given, the pledges were
recognized, and the Lambda Kappas
provided musical entertainment with
their "Delta Zeta Medley." The
following awards were presented: the
Lois Coates Award was given to
Rachel Watts; the CCD Award went to
Ola Luther; Tina Pedigo and Leigh
Leopard each received the Huntsville
Alumnae Merit Award; Lisa Shannon
was given the Spirit Award; LaRue
Williams, Alumnae President, received
both the Ideal Alumnae Award and the
Turtle Award.
Friday, four new big brothers were
initiated: Howie McEachern, JeanMarie Plante, Buck Reeves, and

All clubs and organizations' announcements must be kept to 150 words or
less. This is to allow room for all announcements. Clubs and organizations are
not prohibited from exceeding the 150-word limit; however The Exponent
cannot guarantee that all of the announcement will be published. We will
make every effort to include all of the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit. The editor has final approval of all announcements in regards to
length, newsworthiness, questionable content, and poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to accompany
announcements; however, the photos will be printed on a space-available
basis. All photos should contain the following information: name of club
submitting photo, names of all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can
be cropped, if photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

The members of Kappa Alpha Psi
would like to invite everyone out for a
very important cause. On Friday Oct.
20, we will hold a party to benefit the
United Way. The money will be used to
buy baseball uniforms for the Boys
Club. We urge all fraternities and
sororities, as well as the students body,
to come out and party with the Kappas.
The party will be held at the University
Center and to make it worth your
money, the party doesn't end until 2
a.m..
We would also like to thank all of the
young men who have showed interest
in pledging this fall. Activities will
begin in the next few weeks. If you
have any questions, contact Curtis
Lanier at 859-2715.
Our organization is composed of
many hard-working individuals, but
without leadership we would not be
able to participate in many activities.
For the 1989-90 school year, we would
like to congratulate the newly
appointed officers of the Nu Mu
Chapter: Polemarch, Paul Seal; Vice
Polemarch Keith Corpening; Keeper of
the Records Brian Benn; Keeper of the
Exchequer Noris Petty; Strategus
Mark Wiggins; Lt. Strategus Joe
Jordan; Historian/Reporter Lairy
Wilson; Dean of Pledges Curtis Lanier;
and Advisor Dr. Harold Wilson.

First of all, we, the brothers of Sigma
Chi Gamma would like to welcome
everyone back to school and thank
everyone who braved the weather last
weekend to party with us in our newly
remodeled basement. Thanks to the
brothers who did the remodeling. We
are very excited about the fall quarter;
we have a new pledge class, and once
again it is time for intramural football
and floor hockey.
Now that the quarter has gotten
under way, it is time for some serious
partying. Friday, October 13 is our
"Friday the 13th" party. It is going to
be a scratch above the rest. We would
like to invite everyone to come and
check it out.

AKA
Omicron Zeta Chapter of AKA
Sorority, Inc. announces its Fall Rush
Party. The party will be held Oct. 13,
1989 at the Noojin House from 8-10
p.m. All interested young ladies are
cordially invited to attend.
Since the onset of the Fall term,
Omicron Zeta has been quite busy. On
Sept. 23 the sorors travelled to
Knoxville, TN to attend our Cluster IIA
meeting, where we participated in
and conducted training workshops in
our region. On Oct. 6, we visited Big
Springs Manor Nursing Home in
Huntsville. Omicron Zeta spent the
afternoon entertaining the residents
with games as well as cookies and
popcorn. What a rewarding experience
it was to bring joy into the lives of the
elderly. We are truly committed to the
cause of "reaching out to touch all
mankind."

ANO

World Issues
Society
The World Issues Society (WIS) will
hold a meeting on Tuesday, Oct., 17, in
room 122F of Morton Hall, All
interested students are invited to
attend to solidify plans for the year.
For more information call faculty
advisor, Dr. Glenna Colclough at 8956190.

Order of Omega
All past members of Order of
Omega, Greek Honorary, are
encouraged to come to our first fall
meeting on Monday, October 16th in
UC 133 at 6 p.m. Business for the
day will include officer elections and
by-law revisions. For more
information about Order of Omega,
please contact Mrs. Toni Morgan,
895-6445 or President Karen Haley.

Le Cercle
Francais

Le Cercle Francas had its first
meeting of the new school year on
October 5. The meeting was a getacquainted and chat session, and was
held at the Noojin House.
The officers for this school year are
Lisa Clough, president, Linda Bagley,
vice president, Beverly Clute,
secretary, and Dawn Lanier, treasurer.
The next meeting will be on
Wednesday, November 7, from 7:309:30 p.m. at the Noojin House.

The Alabama National Organi
zation, dedicated to women's political,
economic, and social rights, will bold
their annual state conference October
13-15 at Monte Sano State Park.
The keynote address will be given by
Barbara J. Hart, founder of the
National Coalition Against Domestic
later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every effort to
return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
At the discretion of the editor, due to space considerations an announcement
may be moved from the "pulse: campus events and happenings" page to an
appropriate news, features, or sports page. If this becomes necessary, an
Exponent representative will try to notify the club submitting the article AH
announcements must be typed and double-spaced, or must be SEATIA
handwritten and double-spaced. Clubs and organizations should take extra
care in spelling as well as in neatness when including people's names m
announcements. In addition all submissions must contain a phone number of
a contact person who can be reached between Friday at 5 p.m. and Monday at
noon in case we have any questions.
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Geode" wins art competition, will be built in park

by Marian Delaney Sampson
features editor
At a ceremony in Huntsville's Big
Spring Park the winner of the "Art in
'Public Places" sculpture competition
was announced on Wed., Oct. 4. A scale
model of the sculpture "Geode" by
Mississippi artist Harold Van Houten
was displayed.
Ramona Baker, executive director of
the Arts Council (which co-sponsored
the contest with the Huntsville Parks

_

and Recreation Department), unveiled
the model and said, "this is the
beginning of a process. Public art
makes a statement about the cultural
environment of the community."
The full-scale sculpture, which will
be 10x10x9 1/2 feet will be installed in
the park near the Big Springs' origin in
September of 1990. Nancy Novelle,
director of arts and education for the
arts council explained that the
sculpture competition began with a
prospectus sent throughout the United
States.

, submitted
.1.
— A
a panel
nonnl
54 artists
entries.
narrowed this down to 5 artists who,
based on the works they submitted,
were asked to submit original
sculptures These models were
displayed in the Huntsville/Madison
County Public Library and over 500
people made comments on the works. A
panel of 15 local jurors chaired by
Dennis Peacock, professor of art and
art history at the University of
Tennessee/Knoxville, made the final
selection.
"Geode" is a cone-shaped sculpture

fnnoietini* of four fines
consisting
rings made of
galvanized steel with marble implants.
Among the other speakers at the
ceremoney were Ken Gibson, director
of Parks and Recreation and Virginia
Thacker, newly installed President of
the Arts Council. Also in attendance
was UAH alumna Susan Anderson a
member of the Arts Council's Board of
Directors.
Baker said that the UAH Exponent
was invited to attend because "you
have two of the few pieces of Public Art
in the community on your campus."

New carabet
Bain speaks on writing, liberal education feature
by Curt Craig
Associate Editor

Dr. Robert Bain, professor of
English at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, delivered two
addresses during his recent visit to
UAH.
On October 3, Dr. Bain spoke to an
assembly hosted by the UAH English
Department Colloquium and the UAH
Honors Program at the Noojin House.
His presentation, "What's Happening
in Contemporary Southern Writing?"
separated contemporary Southern
writers from those of past eras,
implying that a key difference could be
the major events occuring in the
lifetimes of these writers. For example,
earlier Southern writers were affected
by such issues as the Civil War, while
the looming influence on con
temporary Southern writers seems to
be the Civil Rights Movement.
In naming prominent Southern
writers of the present, Dr. Bain
introduced a book that he and Joseph
Flora are currently compiling. The
book will feature approximately ninety
contemporary Southern writers, and is
expected to be published in 1992.
On October 4, Dr. Bain addressed an
honors program forum of students,
faculty and honors program members
in the UC Exhibit Hall. In discussing
his topic, "On Acquiring a Liberal

Education," Dr. Bain suggested that
all students should learn to "read
critically, write clearly, talk so people
can understand... and use a research
library." According to Dr. Bain, these
skills "liberate people to become
independent thinkers."
Dr. Bain's addresses were part of an
ongoing program of lectures and
special activities hosted by the honors

program. According to Dr. Ann
Boucher, honors program director,
these lectures and activities will occur
frequently and are open to all students.
The next scheduled activity will be a
slide presentation of the VoyagerNeptune encounter. The presentation,
to be held by Dr. Frank Six, will be on
October 16 at 3:15 p.m. in Room 126 of
the University Center.

Dr. Robert Bain speaks about Southern writers.

START YOUR NUCLEAR CAREER
IN A HIGH POWER POSITION.

photo by Rudy Setiawan

planned for
winter quarter

by Marian Delaney Sampson
features editor
Christopher Lane Hosmer, the
Association for Campus Enter
tainment's (ACE) cabaret director, has
announced a new cabaret feature that
will begin in the winter term.
Hosmer, a sophomore education
major, is planning to open a "non
alcoholic pub" in the Deli of the UC in
January of 1990. This night-spot will
be open every Thursday night and will
showcase comedians, musicians,
magicians, and novelty acts that are
locally and nationally known.
As part of the preparation for this
ACE is holding a contest to name the
new UAH night spot. The rules of the
contest are that entrants must be UAH
students, staff, faculty or alumni. The
contest will begin today, Oct. 11, and
run through Oct. 20. Entry forms are
available at the UC Information Desk.
In addition to a name Hosmer is
asking that students also submit
possible logos for the cabaret. Winners
of the contest will receive$50 cash, and
2 complimentary tickets to every show
of the winter term.

.In 1888, a man known
as Jack the Ripper committed
a series of brutal murders in
H'hitechapel, London.
He was a symbol of ter
ror to the men and women of
London.
He was never caught. No
one ever knew what became
of him.
Until he came to Gotham

And found something
even more terrifying than
himself.

It's a simple fact. The Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Officer Candidate Program is OIK- of the most
prestigious ways to enter the nuclear field. With
over half of America s nuclear reactors in the
Navy, it's also one of the most practical ways to
get experience
It can also be rewarding If you're a math,
engineering or physical sciences major, you
could be earning SI 200 a month right now
during your junior and senior years. And get a
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into lite program,
plus $2,000 more when you complete your Navystud ies
You'll receive a year of paid graduate-level

training that's among the most comprehensive in
the world. And you'll acquire expe rtise- w tth
siatc-ot-tlie-arl nuclear reactor and propulsion
plant tethnokigy
As a Navy officer, you'll lead the adventure
while gaining high-level experience that will help
make you a leader in an elite career field
In addition to the professional advantages.
nuclear-trained ollkersgel an excellent benefits
package, travel opportunities, planned
promotions, and regular salary increases
l-'ind out more about the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion OHkcr Candidate Program < -all
Navy Management Programs: 1-800-284-6289.

CHECK WITH THE JOB PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR DATES A NAVY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE ON CAMPUS.
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NAVY OFFICER
You are tomorrow.
You are the Navy.
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An Alternate
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* 'Discount Subscription Service**
10% discount on r.ew comics with Student ID
Open
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COMIC CORNER : Located In |enning's Collectibles
2120 Metro Circle (off Leeman Ferry behind Joe Davis Stadium)
881-6222
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Annual festival celebrates importance of cotton
by Carol Ann Vaughn
features reporter
Oct. 7 was a perfectly clear and brisk
autumn day for "cotton-picking
season" (for those of you urban/
suburbanites, this is harvest time.
Although late this year, due to the
heavy rains, farmers are getting their
cotton pickers and combines into the
fields to bring in their crops). You've
never had real fun until you've played
in a trailor full of recently picked, unginned cotton!
In celebration of the season,
Huntsville observed an Alabama
Cotton Festival last Saturday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Courthouse Square
and surrounding blocks. UAH
professor Dr. Johanna Shields and
UAH professor emeritus Dr. Frances
Roberts joined with Patricia Ryan to
present a three-part lecture on "Cotton
in Huntsville" at the historic Weeden
House on Gates Street.
Dr. Shields discussed the culture of
the "Cotton Economy in the
Nineteenth Century" in three aspects
— the international situation, cotton in
the South and various groups of people
in the cotton culture. She explained
how and why the phrase "cotton is
king" came to be in the nineteenth
century, changes within the cotton
farming system between 1860 and the
turn of the century and the effects that
such changes had on the lives of those
who grew, picked, ginned, manufac
tured, marketed and wore cotton.
Dr. Roberts described how Maria

Howard Weeden observed and
expressed through her poetry and art
the life around her during the time in
which cotton was indeed king. Weeden,
who had four volumes of her poems
and illustrations published, is noted
for her watercolor portraits of the
blacks with whom she came in contact.
Dr. Roberts recited and commented
upon Weeden's poems. These reflect
the dialect and attitudes of the people
of this area during times that were
dramatically marked with changing

lifestyles.
According to Pat Ryan, the cotton
mills that were subsidized with out-ofstate "transplanted" money were
Huntsville's salvation from the
ravaging poverty of Reconstruction.
The economy revolved around these
mills for several years. They provided
employment and a way of life for nonagrarian segments of the population.
Thus, the cotton industry has been
not just a part of, but the principle
basis of the heritage of all

Huntsvillians and Madison County
residents, whether agrarian or nonagrarian, pre- or post-1950. Cotton was
here long before there was such a thing
as a need for corporate expansion or
condo communities. As you enter the
newest section of Research Park from
Old Madison Pike, you will be able to
see modern glass and steel structures
rising up out of the cotton fields
surrounding them. It is a perfect
picture of Huntsville's trademark
duality.

October 7th a busy day for Huntsville
by Marian Delaney Sampson
features editor
Saturday, Oct. 7 was a busy day in
downtown Huntsville. At 8 a.m. the
square was alive with the A&M
Homecoming parade and preparation
for "The Alabama Cotton Festival."
The south side of the square was
alive with children's activities. I
watched a cotton musical presented by
the 4th grade of the Academy for
Science and Foreign Languages and
listened to the Whitesburg Elementary
Choir.
However, the activity that was the
most fascinating was the Rolling Hills
Cheerleaders for academic excellence.
Shouting cheers they had written
themselves this group of about 30
young people (from a squad of over 100)
cheered for A's and B's and for E-X-C—
E-L-L-E-N-C-E in their school work.

In addition, there were hands-on
activities for children including using
cotton balls to make necklaces and
crowns, the construction of Seymour
the Dinosaur (the Alabama Reunion
mascot) from paper mache, sidewalk
and clothesline art to make, and mural,
t-shirt and face painting. There was
also free Pepsi, popcorn and cotton
candy, funded by Burger King and
dispensed by local Boy Scouts.
On the west side ofjhe square there
was entertainment all day, including
Taina Micha^lson singing her original
Alabama Reunion song "Alabama in
My Mind," Fantasy Playhouse,
Twickenham Chorus, the Rainbow
Rhythm Band, a Castner Knott Cotton
Fashion Show, and the Blossomwood
singers. At 3 p.m. the Lonesome
Lover's Band performed and people
began dancing in the street. The last
entertainment in the sauare was Doyle

Bradley and Country Sounds with the
Alabama Reunion Choir.
It was advertised that "the ability to
sing was not a pre-requiste for
membership in the choir." The group
consisted of elected officials and local
television personalities. They
conducted a sing-along and it was
interesting to see County
Commissioners Tillman Hill and Faye
Dyer singing "America the Beautiful"
on the same platform.
There was also free admission at
Constitutional Hall Park, the Depot
and the Weeden House throughout the
day. The Film Co-op presented the
following movies inside the Madison
County Court House: "It's Grits",
"Alabama Departure", "Possum O
Possum", "Hush, Hoggies, Hush" and
"Talking with the Animals".

continued to page 10

FALL EERM FILM SERIES
'TESTAMENT'
Tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the University
Center, Room 146.
TCMiHV"
Wednesday, October 18 at 8:15 p.m.
in the University Center, Room 146.

Admission is free to EVERYONE
Presented by the Association for Campus Entertainment

We've got to hand it to
you ...
Your A* ALERT card from
Alabama Credit Union
won't cost you a thing.
Use it Anywhere in the state,
Anytime you see an ALERT sign
With your A* card from Alabama Credit Union, you
can gel cash ... anytime you need it.
Pick up your A* card application today.

//A

?

802-ti Executive I'laza

895-6518
Member account* federally iraurcd to $100,000 by die NCUA
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Season's second kickboxing movie packs no punch
by Lawrence Specker
features reporter

The faults of this movie, "Bloodfist,"
are almost too many to count. Nobody
in it can act, the plot has more holes in
it than a graveyard, and even the fight
scenes are unconvincing.
"You'd think that the greatest
kickboxers in the world could at least
put on a good fight scene, but what
"Bloodfist" delivers is more like
professional wrestling. These people
must be so used to actually hitting
people that they can't fake a punch for
tne cameras, un top oi tnat, the
audience gets an extremely poor
soundtrack reminiscent of "King P'u
Theatre," where the sound of breaking

Back at the beginning of the quarter,
I reviewed a martial arts movie called
"Kickboxer." At the time, I mentioned
that there was another martial-arts
movie on the way, one that was
supposed to feature some of the best
kickboxers in the world. It has arrived.
The obvious question is, can the
greatest kickboxers in the world act?
Can they look as tough on the screen as
they must be in real competition? The
answer, it turns out, is a resounding
"No."

bones accompanies pitiful-looking
blows, dialogue is out of sync with the
actors' lip movements, and the sound
of breaking glass accompanies the
kicking of bottles that patently do not
break.
The plot, in short: A young man who
runs a karate gym goes to Manila after
his brother, a professional fighter, is
killed there. He doesn't want to fight.
He wants to find his brother's killer. He
is befriended by a mysterious old man
who tells him his brother's killer was in
a fighting club which he must infiltrate
by fighting. The old man — big suprise
hert^^train^TinHoi^hefight^^^^^

Frankly, "Bloodfist" was made to
appeal to only one kind of person. I'm
talking about twerps who eat up
anything that supports their belief
that a little bit of martial arts
knowledge will give them unlimited
power to win friends, gain power, or kill
with a wave of the hand.
"Bloodfist" seems to have a lot of
support from kickboxing
organizations in the U.S. I can't figure
out why, since this movie could easily
set the sport back a decade. At least.

Students enjoy outdoor film ACE Fall Term movie schedule
by Marian Delaney Sampson
features editor

train and asked the shoeshine boy "Is
this the Transylvania Station?" But
then most of them were not born when
"Pennsylvania Station" was a popular
tune.
-Traditional students, SOTAs and
families had an enjoyable break from
the serious business of studying. The
audience was on blankets, in chairs, on
cars, on chairs in trucks, and, in at
least one case, arrayed on a couch to
watch the movies.
This week the ACE film series will
present "Testament" tonight at 8:15
p.m. in room 146 (the Deli) of the
University Center. According to ACE
film series Director Enzie Fleming, this
is a drama about the effects of a
nuclear war on a California family.
Fleming said that this serious film is
not recommended for children because
of its graphic dep tions of a mother
(played by Jane Alexander) watching
her children die.

Friday night, Oct. 6, the hills
adjacent to on-campus housing were
alive with people when the ACE film
series presented outdoor entertainment
of films and food.
ACE provided hotdogs for roasting,
marshmallows, and drinks. (Some
people did not leave the fire all night).
At 7 p.m. the World War II vintage
cartoons were in progress. These
provoked much laughter and comment
from the audience.
The main feature was Mel Brooks'
spoof "Young Frankenstein," starring
Gene Wilder. It helped if you had
previously seen some of the
Frankenstein movies. This farce was
outrageous and had the "happy
ending" that was always lacking
before. Perhaps the only entendre that
most of the audience missed was when
Wilder leaned out of the window of the

Fall Term Movies Sponsored by the
Association for CampusEntertainment
(ACE). Movies are on Wednesdays,

except as noted, and there is no
admission charge except noted.

Oct. 11

8:15 p.m.

UC room 146

"Testament" starring Jane Alexander

Oct. 18

8:15 p.m.

UC room 146

"Tommy" rock opera by "The Who'

Oct. 25

8:15 p.m.

UC room 146

"Big Business" starring Bette Midler &
Lily Tomlin

Nov. 1

8:15 p.m.

UC room 146

"A View to a Kill" starring Roger
Moore & Christopher Walken

Nov. 8

8:15 p.m. UC room 146

"Come Back to the 5 and Dime, Jimmy
Dean, Jimmy Dean" starring Cher &
Sandy Dennis

Nov. 17 midnight UC Exhibit Hall

"Rocky Horror Picture Show"
Midnight movie on giant screen.
Audience participation is welcome.
$1 admission.

Friday 8:15 p.m. UC room 146
Nov. 22

"Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"
starring Bob Hoskins

The Association for Campus Entertainment's
University Playhouse presents:

Halloween Theatre:
"The Actor's Nightmare" and
'Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It
All For You."
Ttarsdlaf
(Ql(«2

ii at 7:3©'p
7, 1DBS at 7:3©-p
111p

in the Von Braun Civic Center Playhouse
Admission is $5.00 for the General Public
and $4.00 for Students and Senior Citizens
UAH students, staff and faculty may pick up two free tickets at
the University Center Information Desk before the show.
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Piano Masters series to feature Orth

Latin film
festival
The Department of Foreign
Languages and Literature of UAH in
cooperation with Tulane University's
Roger Thayer Stone Center is
presenting a Latin American Video
Film Festival in room 338 of Roberts
Hall. Today's presentation at 3:15 is
the Argentinian film
"Time For
Revenge."
In this movie a demolition worker at
a remote copper mine rigs a dynamite
accident to blackmail the corrupt
company. He is a fascinating
character who must live by his wits in
his battle against the repressive
system. This 1986 Spanish-language
film is in color and runs 112 minutes. It
has English subtitles.

Acclaimed American pianist Peter
Orth will perform the second concert of
the Alabama Shakespeare Festival's
1989-90 Piano Masters series on
Monday, October 16 at 8 p.m. on the
Festival Stage of the ASF's Carolyn
Blount Theatre.
A Philadelphia native, Mr. Orth
gained national prominence by
winning First Prize at the 1979
Naumburg International Piano
Competition. In June of 1988, he was
one of 25 Steinway artists invited to
participate in a televised Carnegie Hall
concert celebrating Steinway and
Son's 135th anniversary.
Mr. Orth has been guest soloist with
the New York Philharmonic, the

Chicago, Montreal, St. Louis, Boston York's Carnegie Hall and Lincoln
Pops, and American Symphony "breathtaking ... an introspective
Orchestras, among others. His recital poetry of great beaty, a refreshing and
and- chamber music performances distinctive musical personality."
have been heard at the Kennedy
continued to page 12
Center, Chicago's Orchestra Hall, New

Hoodoo Gurus, Drivin' 'n' Cryin'
to perform at UAH Friday, Oct. 20
The Hoodoo Gurus will be in concert
in Spragins Hall on the University of
Alabama in Huntsville campus on
Friday, Oct.20,1989 at 8 p.m. The
Hoodoo Gurus are an Australian
progressive rock band. They recentlv
had
a number one hit, "Come

Anytime", from their "Magnum Cum
Louder" album on Billboard
^Magazine's Modern Rock Chart.
Their music videos can currently be
seen on the MTV network. The concert
is presented by the Association for
Campus Entertainment (ACE).
Tickets are $6.00 for UAH students,
staff, and faculty and $10.00 for the
general public and are on sale now at
the University Center Information
Desk on the UAH campus, AB
Stephens on Drake Avenue, and at the
University of North Alabama. When
you purchase your tickets, you can
register to win one of ten invitations to
the sound check party before the show.
The openning act will be Drivin' 'n'
Cryin'; doors will open at 7 p.m. For
more information call The Source at
895-6666.

Huntsville festival
celebrates cotton's
importance
continued from page 8
The Huntsville Art League presented
the Southern Exposure exhibit
featuring works from the Huntsville
Photographic Society with cotton and
cotton-related themes and had a public
reception in their gallery.
In addition to all of this activity, Jim
Nabors appeared with the Huntsville
Community Chorus in "A Salute to the
Land of Cotton" Saturday night at the
VBCC, Dr. Elise Stephens gave a
presentation on "Mill Villages to Main
Street" on Sunday and the Fantasy
Playhouse began their run of
"Raggedy Ann and Andy" ("Amer
ica's most endearing and enduring
cotton folk dolls come to life").
"Raggedy Ann and Andy" will also
be presented on Oct. 13,14, and 15. For
information call 533-4571.
Among the sponsors of The
Alabama Cotton Festival were
Alabama A&M University, and UAH
professor emeritus Dr. Robert Welker.

Communicate In Color

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Now At Kinko's
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

kinko's

the copy center
3014 University Drive
534-6203
Depend on Kinko's when you need more than copies!
i
'Laser
typeseting
"Fax service 534-7707
** Passport photos
Stationary

**

* *

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
If you're looking for excitement and adven
ture, you'll find it when you enroll in Army
ROTC. It's not your ordinary college elective.

ARMYR0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For further information contact
Major Shockley at 859-2650
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is seeking students who want to get involved in
something that is fun and exciting. We're
understaffed and we need to hire people now.
Working for The Exponent is the most fun job
you'll ever have. There's always something
A
exciting going on here. We're the most fun-loving
group of people at UAH. In fact, right now we're
planning our quarterly bash, The Exponent Staff

*
*
•*
*

*
*
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Party!
Let me explain some of the benefits you get
working here. First, you get paid for doing a fun job
that will only require a few hours a week. Second,
The Exponent staff is always the first to hear the
gossip around campus. Third, half of our staff
should be professional comedians. The other half
should be committed to a mental ward. Fourth, our
reporters often are able to get info events free.
**
Fifth, if you apply now, you will receive, absolutely
free, the eternal gratification of our staff.
Without a doubt, The Exponent is the
most fun organization on campus. We
work hard, but we always have fun
while we work. If you would like to apply,
please come by UC Room 104, or call
895-6090. You won't regret it.
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SWE holds
auction
continued from page 1
Other projects on which the SWE is
currently working include a brochure
designed to guide young women
toward engineering as a career choice.
The brochure will contain a survey of
all women graduating from UAH in
engineering during the past five years,
and will describe how these women feel
about their careers. The brochure will
be distributed to students on the middle
and high school levels.

Piano Masters
concert series

continued from page 10
Tickets to this Piano Masters concert
are $15 each, with subscriptions
available. Piano students may
purchase tickets for $5 each. The Piano
Masters series is sponsored by the
Ancilla Foundation. For tickets, call
the ASF box office at 277-BARD.

Middle East

rwm&wmmiq
15 A STATS PARK.
HSPS ALL THE TRSSS
ars PROTecreo,

WIS

;Con caw so

m fact
to jail iipvoutepjep
CAOSHT PC/AI6 SOME
THING BAP 75 A 1P6£.

continued from page 1
in Israel. His work centers around
peace-making between Jews and
Palestinians, in both Israel and the
U.S.
Shahadeh will speak on Wednesday,
October 18 at 8 p.m. at UAH's
University Center. The public is
invited.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE!

Q

Jr.

LEARNING BLOCK?

YOU PROBABLY DON'T
j-fPf]
HAVE ONE!
Charges are your rusty skills rr.ean a

MEMORY BLOCK,
' Ol a learning Block Let us
help Bring it all back

>Si£SFuflMlNG NOW AT

Classes Begin:
October 3
Discount for Early
Registrants

The NEW 1989 LSAT
Classes Begin:
October 4
Discount for Early
Registrants

44I0-C Evangel Circle
Huntsville, AL 35816
Call: 837-9087 or
837-6850
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SPORTS
Volleyball team hampered by injuries, emergencies
By Jennifer Grace
Sports Editor
The UAH Volleyball team faced
some trying situations during the past
week. After losing starting middle
hitter Gitti von Pragenau on Monday,
the team of eight players traveled to
Jacksonville State University. The
chargers were also minus middle hitter
Andrea Dixon who stayed at home
because of a. family emergency. In this
match, middle hitter Ann Le Bradley
reinjured her ankle and was out for the
rest of the week. UAH lost to
Jacksonville in three games.
On Thursday the team traveled to
Nashville and played against both

Trevecca Nazarene College and Fisk
University. In the first match against
Trevecca, the Chargers' team captain
Billie Richards barely had time to get a
kill and a block before falling and
injuring her ankle. Richards was out
for the rest of the night but should
return to play this week. The Chargers
lost the first game of the match, 15-8.
Then in the second game UAH had
somewhat adjusted to their new line
up. Tracy Medjrich became the leading
attacker with five kills in game number
two alone. Middle blockers Andrea
Dixon and Jennifer Grace each had
three blocks and Grace landed a kill.
Setter LeAnn Hill scored on several

tips and the Chargers won the game 1511. The third game brought forth a
change of momentum as Trevecca
proceeded to regain control. The steady
serving of Trevecca, combined with a
series of errors from the Chargers,
helped Trevecca win game number
three 15-8, and the two-out-of-three
match.
Immediately following, UAH took
on an experienced and athletic Fisk
University team. Fisk executed their
setting and hitting capabilities in the
first game, gaining an early 7-0 lead.
The Chargers settled down and began
to make some attacks, but did not have

enough time to make up the score and
lost 15-8.
In game two it was the Chargers who
gained the early lead of 11-1.
Surprising their opponents, and
perhaps themselves, the Chargers
were unable to maintain the lead and
Fisk crept closer and closer. In the end
it was Fisk over UAH 15-13, and 2-0 for
the match. Medjrich had 5 kills and
two blocks for the match. Teresa Clubb
played well all around with 2 kills, an
ace, a block, and several digs in the
back court.
The Chargers' next game is October
12 at Tusculum College.

Chargers defeat Auburn,
alumni team, lose to UAB
by Aaron D. Koger
intern sports reporter

The Chargers played three games
this week. Wednesday they beat
Auburn University of Montgomery.
On Saturday the team defeated a group
of UAH alumni soccer players, and on
Sunday the Chargers lost to UAB.
Against Auburn UniversityMontgomery (Wednesday) the
Chargers needed only one goal to win.
With only eleven minutes left in the
second half Saad Bennani took a shot
on goal which the Montgomery goalie
blocked, but failed to control. Richard
Carden took advantage of the
situation, and kicked the loose ball for
the winning goal.
UAH's defense was superb, allowing
only five Montgomery shots-on-goal
which were saved by goalie David
Bortnick, ofcourse.

Saturday UAH easily defeated the
alumni 4 to 1. On Sunday against
UAB, however, the Chargers didn't
fare as well.
UAH's J. E. Paz-Soldan opened the
scoring with an unassisted goal with
28:20 left in the first half. No one scored
again until UAB's David Wiggins,
assisted by DeClan O'Beirne, kicked
the tying goal with 37:45 left in the
game. The second half ended in a tie, so
two fifteen-minute
overtime periods
were played. David Wiggins of UAB
scored a goal in each O.T. period and
the Blazers went on to defeat the
Chargers 3 to 1.
UAH now has five wins against
three losses, including the win in the
alumni game. Their next game is a big
one against Alabama A&M at Joe
Davis Stadium on Sunday October 15,
at 2 p.m. Let's all go and support the
Chargers.

Chargers defeat AUM.

photo by Rudy Setiawan

Intramurals
FLOOR HOCKEY

FLAG FOOTBALL
Champs
Chaos
WY's Guys
Madden's Madmen
Problem Children
MCCC
ATO
Dawgs
KAP

Kettle
War Pigs
Max Entropy
Dolphins
Longshots
BSU
Sigma Chi Gamma
Pikes
Delta Chi

20-6

6-0 (forfeit)

8-6

14-12
14-6
30-6
24-18

YOUR HOSTSj

Ik.

The Sanfonf s

852-8006

THE ASSOCIATION FOR
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
WANTS YOU!
ACE I S THE O R G A N I Z A T I O N RESPONSIBLE FOR

The Hampton's

4800 Whkestxirg Dr.
(Wage on WhUesburg)
1590

15-0
10-3
1-0 (forfeit)
1-0 (forfeit)
10-5

30-0

for all students showing student ID
Buffet Hours: 11 ajn. - 2 p.m. and 5 pjn. - 9 pan.

735 Highway 72 East
(One Block Off Parway)

Delta Chi
MCCC/Swillers
ATO
MCCC/Swillers
Red Army

8-0

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY
$2.99 BUFFET
The best pizza in Xavm.'Hmut-/

NAD's
Champs
Sigma Chi Gamma
NAD's
Colts

4315 University Dr{
(Near UAH)
830-2145
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STUDENT PROGRAMMING A T U A H . WE W A N T TO
HEAR FROM V 0 U AND F I N D OUT HOW YOU W A N T
YOUR STUDENT A C T I V I T Y FEES SPENT.

WRITE

U S , STOP BY OUR OFFICE, OR C A L L US A T

8 9 5 - 6 4 2 8 AND L E T U S KNOW YOUR OPINION.
ACE IS CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS
TO HELP IN ALL AREAS, AS WELL AS SOMEONE
FOR THE POSITION OF PUBLICITY ASSISTANT.
APPLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE ACE
OFFICE, 106 UNIVERSITY CENTER, OR AT THE
UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION DESK.

For Sale
4,100 ASSUMPTION
VA non qualifying loan, 2 brm, living
rm, kitchen, fenced corner lot, vinyl
siding, easy maintenance, monthly
payment $299.
John Carson Realty
539-1055

Help Wanted
Fund Raising
A free gift just for calling plus raise
up to $1,700 in only 10 days. Student
groups, fraternities, and sororities
needed for marketing project on campus.
For details and a FREE GIFT. Group
officers call 1-800-950-8472 ext. 30.
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
Earn more money than ever before
delivering The Huntsville Times. We
have routes available that will let you earn
as much or as little extra income as you like.
For more information, call 532-4456 and ask
for Jim McDonald.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 —
$59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. R-1813 for current federal list.

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like to
make $500 — $1,000 for a one week oncampus marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking. Call
Kevin or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
ACT IN TV COMMERCIALS
HIGH PAY
NO EXPERIENCE....ALL AGES
KIDS, TEENS, YOUNG ADULTS,
FAMILIES, MATURE PEOPLE,
ANIMALS. ETC. CALL NOW!
CHARM STUDIOS
(313) 542-8400, EXT. 1804
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Lonely? Need a Date?
Meet that special someone today!
CXI DATETIME (405) 366-6335
Wanted: Roommates
Taking applications for 2 to 3
Christian males for house off Bob
Wallace. Close to UAH. Completely
redone, new paint, etc. Call 881-4254.
Leave message.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775, Ext. 555J

College/Campus Representative
Earn top $. Flexible hours, fun. Enjoyable.
Rewarding, Gross up to $20,000 per year by
helping friends receive scholarships/
grants. For info, please

Market Discover Credit Cards on
your Campus
Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$10/hour. Only 10 positions available.
Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext. 3

Nanny/Childcare positions available. Full
time live in situations with families in the
BOSTON area. Includes room and board,
automobile, Insurance. Salary range from
$150 to $300 per wcck.
experience Boston families, culture, history,
and beaches. Call or write THE HELPING
HAND, INC. 25 WEST STREET,
BEVERLY FARMS, MA. 01915.
1-800-356-3422

Typing
Kelly's Keyboard Service
I will do your reports, dissertations, theses
and resumes, typesetting, and design with a
quick turnaround at a resonable rate. Laser
Writer Printer. 895-0537.
Norman Typing Services
Since 1986 — personalized word processing
service. Special rates on term papers for
students. Call Sharon Norman at 772-3712.

ESSAYS & REPORTS
800-351-0222

in Calit. (213)477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Health
WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER - S.H.E. CENTER
General medical care for women, pregnancy
testing, birth control, abortions, women's
health care & counseling. All services
confidential. 131 Longwood Drive, 5339228. Office Hours: Mon. — Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9 —
1. Evening clinic hours available.
TOLL FREE: 1-800-666-9228
NEW SERVICES: Weight Management
Program; Free Herpes Support Group
Monthly; Cervical Caps, and Fertility
Awareness Classes.

CJAKE's:
Cheap Booze, Quick Food, Lousy Service
Just Like Eating At Home

LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
Friday and Saturday, 11:30 — 1:30
Anything in a can is $1.00; Chili is FREE

Located at Steadman's Corner
Holmes Ave. & Jordan Lane

/•

GRAND PRIZE
One UAH Jacket

Our grand prize winner will be selected at the end of the season by
a random drawing from among the weekly contest winners.

WEEKLY PRIZES
A $10 gift certificate from the University
Bookstore for clothing or gifts.

CONTEST FOUR
10-11-89

$350.00 A DAY!
Processing Phone Orders. People Call You!
No experience necessary. Call (refundable)
518-459-8697 Ext. K2539B.

19,278 to choose from — all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

EARN $2,000 - $4,000
Searching for employment that
permits working your own hours, but
still challenging enough for your
entrepreneurial skills? Manage
programs for Fortune 500 Companies.
Earn $2,000 to $4,000. Call 1-800-9320528, Ext. 31.

The Exponent/University Bookstore
College Football '89
CONTEST!

tie
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Alabama
Auburn
Florida
Georgia
Clemson
Oklahoma
Nebraska
Michigan
Notre Dame
Illinois
Baylor
Penn State
TCU
Indiana
Arkansas

SW Lousiana
LSU
Vanderbilt
Mississippi
Georgia Tech
Texas
Missouri
Michigan State
Air Force
Purdue
SMU
Syracuse
Rice
Ohio State
Texas Tech

mm
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TIE BREAKER
Predict the total points scored in the

Auburn—LSU
game:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP.
PHONE
RULES
1) Select one winning team or a tie for each game listed. Two or no
marks will result in a disqualification of the entry.
2) Estimate the combined points scored by both teams in the tie
breaker game.
3) Weekly winners will be determined by the most correct games
selected. In case of a tie, the tie-breaker will be used to determine which
contestant is closer to the combined scores of the two teams.
4) The decision of the judges is final.
5) Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground
floor of the University Center, by 5 p.m. Friday preceding the game
day.
6) Only three (3) entries per contestant per week are permitted.
7) Employees of the University Bookstore and the University Center
as well as The Exponent staff are ineligible.
8) Each weekly winner will be awarded a $10 gift certificate towards
clothing and gifts from the University Bookstore, have their name
announced as the weekly winner in The Exponent, and be eligible for
the grand prize drawing.
9) Only weekly winners will be eligible for the Grand Prize drawing at
the end of the season.
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The Association for Campus Entertainment
Cabaret Series presents:

in concert in Spragins Hall

Friday, October 20 at 8:00 p.m
f TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT THEjj
1NIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATioi
DESK, AB STEPHENS MUSIC ON
DRAKE AVENUE, AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ALABAMA
jflAH STUDENTS, STAFF, AND:
k
FACULTY: $6.00
GENERAL PUBLIC: $10.00

Hoodoo Gurus is an Australian Rock Band that plays progressive and
modern rock music. They recently had a #1 song, "Come Anytime" on
Billboard's Modern Rock Chart. When you purchase your tickets, register
to win the chance to be at the sound check party before the show.
Doors open at 7:00 p.m.
Opening Act: Drivin 'n' Cryin
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE SOURCE, 895-6666
OR UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION, 895-6009

